In the maz-QM/MM-MD scheme, the QM region is defined as the sum of several disjoint QM subregions (or active zones, AZs) but following the general QM/MM approach to obtain the energy and its gradients (forces). Thus, any particle within an AZ is subject to QM forces from electronic wave function. However, the interactions with the other AZs are treated by electrostatic interactions (forces from point charges), similarly to the rest of the MM region (see Figure S1 ). Point charges on those other AZ can be derived as Mulliken or S3 RESP charges. This procedure is similar to the one previously proposed by Kiyota et al. 5 Then, the energy partition of the QM region is formulated as follows, 
where the coupling term between atoms belonging to different unconnected AZs is reduced to the van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. More specifically, each atom of the AZ will be treated identically that in the ordinary QM/MM method but running concurrently.
However, the electrostatic-embedding scheme will be responsible to handle the electrostatic interactions between the different AZs. The electronic density of each AZ will interact not only with the environment but with a grid of charges of the other AZs (QM subregions)
instead of using their own electronic density. At each MD step, all energies and forces from the MM region and all the AZs will be merged to obtain the new system coordinates by integrating the equations of motion.
Compared to previous QM/MM-MD approaches, an important key to face the simulation of large systems using multiple AZs is the reduction of their QM subsystems.
Thus, only a fraction of the MM particles (i.e. those that are within a cutoff radii from the QM region) are considered as point charges instead of considering the whole MM particles of the system. Indeed, the treatment of long-range interactions in conjunction with Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC) is conventional for the prediction of condensed system properties but much less well-established for hybrid QM/MM-MD implementation. Longrange electrostatics based on the QM/MM-Ewald summation methodology described by
Nam et al. 6 were recently incorporated in the PUPIL framework used in this work. 1 Specifically, a periodic correction term is added to the usual real-space electrostatic S4 interaction between QM and MM partitioning, thus reducing the computation time in each AZ.
Considering only those particles that are close to the QM subregion, the implementation and maintenance of a Verlet list on each AZ leads to a considerable reduction of computational time on the building of all QM subsystems to obtain the QM/MM coupling term at each MD step. All this work is performed in parallel over a distributed system, where each component of remote software has been assigned a unique AZ, taking place an exchange of information with the main simulation manager along simulation time.
A new load-balancing system was implemented to reach a satisfactory resource distribution on the fly to minimize the accumulated time of computation and the largest computational time of an AZ at each MD step. The latter becomes the bottleneck at each MD step due to the necessity to merge all AZs calculations (QM subsystems) to obtain the QM/MM coupling term at a given iteration. The load-balancing methodology is based in the evolutionary algorithm 7 implemented in the Opt4J open source Java-based framework. 8 The phenotype in this work is mapped as a binary interpretation of different ways to group available resources (processors) in a finite number of groups (QM subsystems).
Molecular system
The simulated system is a modified human ferritin, 9 named 4His-ΔC*, with selective response to metal ions, Cu 2+ controlling the self-assembly necessary for the monomer-tocage conversion. Thus, 4His-ΔC* implements a novel engineering strategy by means of a metal-templated interface redesign, which allows to transforms a natural protein-protein interface into one that only engages in selective response to a metal ion. More specifically, this system is a recombinant ferritin variant of human H-maxiferritin protein that presents S5 two additional symmetrically related Cu 2+ coordination sites in the C 2 interface, is devoid of any cysteine residues, and presents the K86Q mutation for facilitating crystallization. 9 In this work, the structural behavior of the modified interface has been studied using two different transition metal ions in the coordination centers, Cu 2+ and Ni 2+ .
Moreover, two different system sizes have been considered in this work: the C 2 interface and the full cage-like protein ferritin. The former consists of two four-helix bundle monomers linked by four metallic coordination sites involving residues of both monomers, while the latter is made by 24 four-helix bundle monomers arranged in octahedral (432) symmetry. Thus, two C 2 interface dimers, here after denoted Cu-dimer and Ni-dimer, were built using Cu 2+ and Ni 2+ as coordination transition metals, respectively. Each system was solvated with explicit water molecules under periodically boundary conditions in a box containing 17273 molecules. Similarly, the complete 4His-ΔC* cage, hereafter Cu-cage, was built using Cu 2+ as coordinating transition metal and solvated with 88638 explicit water molecules under periodic boundary conditions. Coordinates for the 4His-ΔC* cage were taken from 4DYX PDB file.
Molecular Dynamics Simulation Protocol
Classical MD simulations were performed to equilibrate the three modeled systems (i.e.
Cu-dimer, Ni-dimer, and Cu-cage) in explicit water. In all cases, the solvent was described using the TIP3P model, 10 while all force field parameters for the solute molecules and protein residues were extrapolated from the ff03.r1 libraries. 11, 12 All MD trajectories were conducted using the AMBER 14 software package. 13 Initially, all systems in a box of solvent were minimized, heated to 298 K, and equilibrated using the NPT ensemble for 2 ns at 1 atm and 298 K (2 fs of time steps) up to constant density. Finally, another equilibration S6 run using NVT ensemble with parameters similar to those of the previous equilibration was conducted during 10 ns for all systems. In the first equilibration both the protein and metallic ions were kept close to the starting structure, meanwhile in the second one only metallic ions and their coordination sphere were restrained using a quadratic harmonic potential with a constant force of 20 kcal mol -1 . The SHAKE algorithm 14 was used to keep the bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms at their equilibrium distance. The atom pair distance cutoffs were applied at 10 Å to compute van der Waals interactions. Long-range electrostatic interactions were computed by means of Ewald summations.
maz-QM/MM-MD Simulation Protocol
All hybrid maz-QM/MM-MD 1 calculations were run using the PUPIL interface, 2-4 which supports linking, among others, of QM calculations using the NWChem 15 and Gaussian 09 16 programs, and MD simulations from the AMBER14 13 package. All metallic coordination sites were changed to a QM description in the form of DFT with the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional. 17, 18 The basis set was 6-31G and an effective core potential LANL2DZ (Los Alamos National Laboratory 2 Double-Zeta). 19 The last-named basis was used on the metal ions, whereas the Pople type basis set was used on all other atoms. The rest of the system were considered at the classical level, all simulation parameters and force fields used for the maz-QM/MM MD simulations were the same as those used for system preparation. . Similarly, the Cu-cage system with a massive number of quantum regions were allowed to relax for 150 fs (300 steps, 0.5 fs time step) in an NVT ensemble at 298 K but using Gaussian09-PUPIL-Amber interface. 4 Ewald summations were considered at each QM/MM coupling term to treat long-range electrostatics interactions of quantum regions with a cutoff of 45 Å and a reciprocal cutoff value of 6 Å.
The coordinates along the trajectories in the last 100 fs were saved for subsequent analysis. Figure S1 . Partition scheme for the modelling of a large system. Each AZ is modeled by a disjoint QM subregion (QM i ) within the QM/MM approach forming a QM subsystem that will be coupled with the other QM subsystems through the E QM/QM coupling term using non-bonding interactions. S16 Figure S2 . Detail of the quantum regions in the C 2 dimer interface; (a) General view of C 2 pore interface, and details of (b) Cu 2+ /Ni 2+ (blue color) coordination site of interface through histidine residues (QM C2_4H ), (c) Ca 2+ (orange color) coordination sites of C 2 interface (QM C2_Ca ), and (d) central monomer with two copper coordination (QM cnt ).
